Apple excels in every subject

S

tudents love iPad because it can be whatever they
need it to be. It helps them explore topics in
new ways and discover new skills, with a Multi-Touch
experience that’s interactive and engaging. Using iPad
changes the way teachers teach and students learn.

Apple Professional learning
Academia are committed to helping educators get the
most from Apple technology. We provide resources
and services to help build foundational skills with Apple
products and integrate them into your teaching and
learning. Academia has a dedicated and specialist
team that can help support staff through a carefully
curated and bespoke Apple Professional learning plan.
Through our understanding of your establishment’s
measurements of success, we can help create your
vision and plan. This is aided by our...
Planning Essentials workshop
We will work and support you with a sustainable longterm co-mentoring schedule to help you achieve your
technology goals within your teaching and learning
environment.
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Don’t just take our word for it
Just wanted to say a huge thank you
for setting up the training via Joe
Moretti.
He has provided two fantastic training
sessions so far and we’ve got 2 more
to come in the next couple of weeks.
All the teachers at West Hill have
been incredibly impressed with his
knowledge and he has made the
training extremely fun and engaging.
I have already started planning
lessons around the training we
received and know that many
teachers have too. We’re looking
forward to the next sessions and to
finding out more about how we can
make learning fun for our kids!
Really, really appreciate the support.
It will really make a huge difference to
the provision at West Hill.
Lola Corsan, CT Coordinator
Westhill Primary School

Teacher Resources
Get lesson ideas and learn how to bring
iPad and apps into the classroom in
meaningful ways. Curricula has been
developed by Apple that make it easier
to bring coding and core creative skills to
every subject.
Everyone Can Create
Everyone Can Create gives students the
tools to develop and communicate their
ideas through drawing, music, video and
photography with iPad. It gives teachers
projects to bring creativity to every subject,
and parents new ways to engage with their
children and nurture skills for learning and
beyond.

Download the Everyone Can Create guides

Everyone Can Code
Everyone Can Code introduces students to coding through interactive puzzles, playful characters and
activities for both in and out of the classroom. With the fun Swift Playgrounds app, along with helpful
guides, anyone can start coding in Swift while building essential problem-solving and critical-thinking
skills.

Learn more
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Apple Teacher
Apple Teacher is a free professional learning
programme designed to support and celebrate
educators who use Apple products for teaching
and learning. The self-paced learning journey
helps educators build skills on iPad and Mac and
earn recognition for the new things they learn. It’s
easy, flexible, fun and inspiring — just the way
professional learning should be.

Join the Apple Teacher learning center
First-class classroom technology
iPad is easy to deploy to classrooms, students and
teachers. Academia can help ensure your devices
are managed with Apple School Manager and an
MDM solution.
Apple Classroom and Schoolwork really make
the classroom come to life – with educators being
able to control students’ devices to focus them
on what’s important, as well as being able to
distribute content.

Learn more about deploying
and managing iPad
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Trade-in the devices you have for the
devices you want.
Upgrading your Apple device to the latest
version can be more affordable than you
might think with our ReviveIT trade-in service.
You can unlock the residual value of your
old Apple devices to reduce the cost of
their replacement. For any working device
manufactured from 2008 onwards we can
offer a credit toward the purchase of new
Apple devices.

Learn more about our trade-in process

Equip your students with an iPad
1, 2 or 3 year payment options

iPad devices available from as little
as £6 per student, per month
Talk to us about the finance options
available to help support your Apple
project.
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